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Below are two oblique photos of the breach taken yesterday, November 3rd, by Rich Giannotti.
Rich has been part of the breach monitoring effort from the very beginning and has provided
much support and the occasional important photos of the breach. These latest photos taken near
a spring low tide show an extensive ebb (offshore) delta that has developed over the past few
months. Hints of its development have shown up in March (see John Vahey’s photos) and in
some of the high altitude, ~4000 ft, photos taken earlier this year but Rich’s beautiful photos
provide an update and much more detail. (The photos are up on the project website,
http://po.msrc.sunysb.edu/GSB/.)

Figure 1, Oblique photos of the breach taken by Rich Giannotti November 3, 2021
So now the main exit channel closely follows the shore to the west with a lesser channel to the
south and east. On the inshore side the main channel quickly runs into a shoal region and there is
little indication for a clear channel to Bellport Bay. All this is evidence of progress toward
closure, something we have been expecting for a long time and which is ultimately inevitable for
a barrier island breach.
In Figure 2 are the temperature and salinity records from the Bellport dock. The seasonal
cooling of the bay is clear but the important information is contained in the salinity record.
Recall that prior to the breach salinities in Bellport Bay were typically in the range of 24 to 25
psu while the ocean salinities south of Fire Island are in the range of 32 to 33 psu. Salinities at
the Bellport dock are a good indication of the amount of ocean-bay exchange. Early in the
history of the breach Bellport salinities were in typically around 29 psu often increasing to near
oceanic values. The breach is now almost exactly 9 years old and over the past 5 years or so the
salinities in the bay have slowly decreased with occasional increases to near ocean values as a
result of nor’easters. And you can see those features in the salinity record from the last couple of
months when we get a shot of ocean waters that last less than a week before the bay settles back
to ever decreasing salinities. Lately the “default” salinities have been around 26.5 psu, they
have been lower than this in the past year or so.

Clearly the breach is headed toward closure with all the attendant impacts on the Great South
Bay. But it has lasted longer than expected and I have suggested imminent closure at times in
the past couple of years which has not come to pass; so we will see.

Figure 2. Temperature and salinity observations from Bellport for the past 60 days.

